The STEAM Internship Program for Leaders – Last Days
Ami Konate, e-Counselor

Happy Monday! On Monday, the EDsnaps students worked in a specialized mini-workshop with
Dr. C to become more comfortable with financial management. Dr. C’s workshop went into a
slower and in-depth explanation of basic financial well-being and we even did a little exercise
together. This workshop pushed me to look into my own financial life and I realized that I paid
more attention to the money that’s coming in (income) and less attention to the money that is
going out (expenses). I also realized that I need to start paying more attention when it comes to
buying items that I want versus items that I need, as this is one way I can save money and at the
same time not regret buying things I do not need afterwards.

Tool Tuesday? I’d say it’s more like an emotional Tuesday. As you know, Tuesday marked the
last day of the 2020 STEAM Internship Program for Leaders and I didn’t even know how to feel
about it at first. Judges, family members, and friends showed up as the EDsnaps students
wrapped up their last day. Judges were told to provide “Dolphin Tank” comments based on the
students’ and counselors' final video presentations. Our assignment was to show what we have
learned and done during this 8-week daily program and who we are as a person in a video. The
comments were remarkable! And it made me feel so proud and honored to be in such a powerful
program that brings people of all kinds together. After all these amazing videos were shown and
after hearing and digesting all the awesome and powerful constructive comments, the EDsnaps
students had one more surprise; they made a video collage thanking Dr. C for giving us the
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opportunity to participate in this amazing program. Dr. C couldn’t hold back her tears and that
made everyone emotional!

It has been nothing but excitement and curiosity during these past 8 weeks, I’ve learned so much
and have grown with you all, from my first blog to the last one you have been here. Thank you
for that! With that being said, I’ll e-see you next year! Stay safe, stay healthy and stay
EDsnapian :)
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